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	More and more traditional developers are moving into the world of web application development. Proper use of client-side scripts, style sheets, and XML are essential for building high-performance web applications that provide a rich user experience. Doing Web Development: Client-Side Techniques addresses the client-side issues that every web application developer needs to know.


	This insightful guide is designed for professional software developers who are moving into Web development. It provides comprehensive coverage of all aspects of client-side Web development, including the understanding the basics of HTML, scripting with JavaScript, and using XML, schemas, and XSL. Deborah Kurata takes a task-based approach to these topics, providing developers with real-world techniques they can immediately apply in today's web applications.
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Pro SharePoint 2007 Development TechniquesApress, 2007
The landscape of doing SharePoint development has changed considerably in the last year, with the release of SharePoint Server 2007 and its related technologies. You need a contemporary reference to stay on top of the latest ways to combine .NET development techniques with your SharePoint development techniques, and SharePoint 2007 Development...
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High-Performance Oracle: Proven Methods for Achieving Optimum Performance and AvailabilityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
"Geoff Ingram has met the challenge of presenting the complex process of managing Oracle performance. This book can support every technical person looking to resolve Oracle8i and Oracle9i  performance issues."
     –Aki Ratner, President, Precise Software Solutions
Ensuring high-performance and continuous availability of...
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Webster's New World Telecom DictionaryWebster's New World, 2007
Webster’s New World Telecom Dictionary, by Ray Horak, is a comprehensive telecommunications dictionary of more than 7,500 terms critical to understanding voice, data, video, and multimedia communications system and network technologies, applications, and regulation. Given the convergence of computing and communications, the book also...
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Nested Relations and Complex Objects in Databases (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1989

	This volume was primarily intended to present selected papers from the workshop on Theory and Applications of Nested Relations and Complex Objects, held in Darmstadt, FRG, from April 6-8, 1987. Other papers were solicited in order to provide a picture of the field as general as possible. Research on nested relations and complex objects...
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Wireshark & Ethereal Network Protocol Analyzer Toolkit (Jay Beale's Open Source Security)Syngress Publishing, 2006
Ethereal is the #2 most popular open source security tool used by system administrators and security professionals. This all new book builds on the success of Syngress best-selling book Ethereal Packet Sniffing.

This book provides complete information and step-by-step Instructions for analyzing protocols and network traffic on Windows,...
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Data Mining in Biomedicine Using OntologiesArtech House Publishers, 2009

	An ontology is a set of vocabulary terms with explicitly stated meanings and relations with other terms. Presently, a growing number of ontologies are being built and used for annotating data in biomedical research. Thanks to the tremendous amount of data being generated, ontologies are now being used in numerous ways, including connecting...
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